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ABSTRACT
Race and social class are inherently confounded in the American
society/culture—people stereotypically assume poor Black and rich White when only
race is specified. However, much of the social psychological literature focuses on either
race or social class during stereotype and attitude assessment. This focus is problematic
given that different patterns of responses arise when both categories are specified (e.g.,
rich Black) rather than when only one of the two categories is reported (e.g., Black). Here
I report on two pilot studies and two independent studies to examine the unique and
combined effects of race and social class on stereotypes, implicit attitudes, explicit
attitudes, and decision-making when stimulus race and/or social class are/is manipulated.
In Pilot Study 1, I examined general race only and social class only implicit preferences
and found overall pro-White/anti-Black and pro-rich/anti-poor preferences. In Pilot Study
2, I examined implicit associations between race and social class. Results confirmed that
participants hold implicit rich-White and/or poor-Black associations. In Study 1a and 1b,
I directly examined implicit attitudes, explicit stereotypes, and explicit affective
responses when both race and social class are specified. Across all measures, participants
had more positive attitudes and stereotypes about rich Blacks than rich Whites, rich
Whites than poor Whites, and rich Blacks than poor Blacks. Attitudes and stereotypes
about poor Whites compared to poor Blacks were more nuanced and were measure
dependent. In Study 2, I investigated how race and social class information influences
decision-making in a situation resembling a real world scenario (i.e., academic honor
society selection processes). The results of this study suggest that the intersection of race
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and social class might be nuanced for this type of decision-making task, as only
marginally significant effects for race appeared. Participants demonstrated lower criterion
for Black than White applicants, suggesting that they are more likely to accept Black than
White applicants into the honor society. This effect did not vary by target social class.
These findings provide important insight into associations between race and social class,
how the intersection of race and social class information affects stereotyping and attitudes,
and fluctuations in decision-making when both race and social class of an academic
honor society applicant are known. Overall, these results suggest that the intersection of
race and social class need to be examined together.
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INTRODUCTION
“In America’s public discourse, ‘Blacks’ as a whole are often lumped with ‘Poor Whites.’
Not Poor Blacks and Poor Whites. But Blacks and Poor Whites.”
— Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Americanah (pg. 205)
People of higher status are privileged. People in high-status social categories—
such as Whites and the upper class—are presumed to be more respected and competent in
society than people in contrasting low-status categories—including Blacks and the lower
class (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2007; Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002). Social categories
prompt peoples’ judgments and decision-making of others, especially when the social
category is easily identifiable. Yet a person’s social category might not always be clear.
For instance, whereas race is a usually recognizable social category (Stangor, Lynch,
Duan, & Glas, 1992), social class may be less obvious. In instances of social category
ambiguity, people use stereotypes to make assumptions that conform to status hierarchies
about group membership. Thus, people are likely to infer social class from racial
information when social class is not transparent. It follows that when only racial
categories are salient, people automatically stereotype Blacks as low-class and Whites as
high-class (Bobo & Massagli, 2001; Devine & Baker, 1991; Katz & Braly, 1933;
McCabe & Brannon, 2004).
Yet this stereotypic association between race and social class is not always
withstanding. Early evidence suggests that when race and social class are both specified,
high-class Blacks and high-class Whites are explicitly stereotyped positively and lowclass Blacks and low-class Whites are explicitly stereotyped negatively (Bayton,

McAllister, & Hamer, 1956; Smedely & Bayton, 1978). On implicit decision-
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making tasks in more recent studies, rich Whites are considered distinct from rich Blacks,
poor Blacks, and poor Whites (Moore-Berg, Karpinski, & Plant, 2017). The current work
replicates and extends previous research by providing a current analysis of stereotypes,
implicit attitudes, explicit attitudes, and decision-making when race and social class are
both known.
I test the general hypothesis that a different pattern of stereotypes and attitudes
will emerge when race and social class are both specified than when both race and social
class are studied independently. Specifically, I suggest that when only race or only social
class is specified, people access and report upon different mental representations than
when a target’s race and social class are specified. As such, when race and social class
are both specified I hypothesize that people will hold similar negative implicit attitudes
about poor Whites, poor Blacks, and rich Blacks, and will express positive implicit
attitudes about rich Whites. I predict a slightly different pattern of explicit attitudes to
emerge. I hypothesize that people will convey similar positive stereotypes and explicit
attitudes toward rich Blacks and rich Whites and similar negative stereotypes and explicit
attitudes toward poor Whites and poor Blacks. The current paper reports on two pilot
studies and two independent studies that examine unique and combined effects of race
and social class on stereotypes, implicit attitudes, explicit attitudes, and decision-making
when race and social class are specified.
Overview of Race and Social Class Stereotypes and Attitudes
As a way to simplify the overly chaotic world, people rely on stereotypes—beliefs
or opinions about the characteristics, traits, and behaviors of groups (Hilton & von Hippel,

1996)—to make assessments about others. Stereotypes can be classified as
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either a cultural stereotype or a personal belief, with cultural stereotypes reflecting
societal stereotypes about a group and personal beliefs reflecting personal endorsement of
group stereotypes (Devine, 1989). Individual level of awareness of stereotypes can vary,
with explicit stereotypes reflecting beliefs that are consciously recognized and reported
(Whitley & Kite, 2010) and implicit stereotypes reflecting beliefs and associations that
cannot be detected through introspection (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Wilson, Lindsey,
& Schooler, 2000). Stereotypes can often influence attitudes, which convey a person’s
valence about a stereotyped group. Just like stereotypes, attitudes can be either implicit or
explicit, which reflect one’s level of awareness of the attitude.
There is bountiful evidence that Whites are stereotyped more positively than
Blacks. Stereotypes such as intelligent, motivated, and productive are often associated
with Whites (Dasgupta, McGherr, Greenwald, & Banaji, 2000; Niemann, Jennings,
Rozelle, Baxter, & Sullivan, 1994), whereas stereotypes including unintelligent, hostile,
lazy, poor, and dishonest are often associated with Blacks (e.g., Brown, Boniecki, &
Walters, 2004; Devine, 1989; Devine & Elliot, 1995; Katz & Braly, 1933; Givens &
Monahan, 2005; Niemann et al., 1994; Tan, Zhang, Zhang, & Dalisay, 2009). Such
stereotyping begins early in childhood and is reinforced through interactions with peers
(e.g. Bigler & Liben, 1993), teachers (e.g., Chang & Demyan, 2007), parents (e.g.,
Kuczynski, Zahn-Waxler, & Radke-Yarrow, 1987), and the media (e.g., Tukachinsky,
Mastro, & Yarchi, 2015).
A similar pattern of results emerges on implicit measures as well. On implicit
measures—including sequentially primed lexical decision tasks (e.g., Macrae,

Bodenhausen, & Miller, 1995; Macrae, Stangor, & Milne, 1994; Spencer, Fein,
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Wolfe, Fong, & Dunn, 1998; Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park, 1997), the Implicit Association
Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998), Single Category IAT (SCIAT;
Karpinski & Steinman, 2006), primed word fragment completion (Gilbert & Hixon,
1991; Spencer, Fein, Wolfe, Fong, & Dunn, 1998), and stereotype naming Stroop task
(Kawakami, Dion, & Dovidio, 1998)—White participants often automatically associate
Black people with negative stereotypes and traits and White people with positive
stereotypes and traits, suggesting that people hold negative implicit attitudes about Blacks
and positive implicit attitudes about Whites.
Less often studied are stereotypes about social class. Social class is defined as a
person’s place in a social hierarchy and is a combination of occupational status,
household income, educational attainment, and parental education (Tablante & Fiske,
2015). People typically hold negative stereotypes and attitudes toward the poor and more
mixed stereotypes and attitudes toward the rich (Drake, 2013). Specifically, poor people
are stereotyped as untrustworthy, incompetent, dishonest, lazy, unintelligent, and
disinterested in self-improvement (Bullock, 1999; Cozzarelli, Wilkinson, & Tagler, 2001;
Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002; Spencer & Castano, 2007), creating attitudes of neglect
and disgust (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2007). On the other hand, the rich people are
stereotyped as cold, competent, and spoiled (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002), creating
attitudes of contempt and anger (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2007). A majority of the
research on social class has focused on stereotypes about the rich and poor, with few
studies examining stereotypes about the middle class. Studies that have examined
stereotypes about the middle class reveal that compared to poor and working class people,

middle class people are considered more ambitious, responsible, competent,
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warm, and intelligent than poor/working class people (Landrine, 1985; Lott & Saxon,
2002).
Similar attitudes arise on implicit attitude assessments—people hold negative
attitudes about the poor and positive attitudes about the rich. On Implicit Association
Tests (IAT; Greenwald et al., 1988) in which participants are asked to quickly categorize
words related to poverty and bad words with one key press and words related to wealth
and good words with another key press (good/bad and wealth/poverty pairings switch
halfway through the task), participants are more likely to associate wealth with good
traits and/or poverty with bad traits (Cunningham, Nezlek, & Banaji, 2004; Klonis, 2005;
Haider, Sexton, et al., 2011; Horwitz & Dovidio, 2017), revealing positive implicit
attitudes about wealth and negative implicit attitudes about poverty.
Considerable research on race has uncovered underlying social class stereotypic
associations. That is, Blacks are stereotyped as lower class and Whites are stereotyped as
upper class when social class information is unknown. During free recall tasks in which
participants are asked to explicitly report characteristics associated with Black people,
participants commonly use descriptors such as “ghetto Black” and “welfare Black” and
less commonly use terms such as “businessman Black” (Devine & Baker, 1991; McCabe
& Brannon, 2004). Common patterns arise in other studies that measure explicit
associations as well (Bobo & Massagli, 2001; Katz & Braly, 1933). For instance,
participants use traits such as “educated” and “intelligent” to describe White people, but
use terms such as “poor” and “live in poor areas” to describe Black people. On priming
tasks in which participants are primed with Black faces and asked to complete word

stems, participants filled in the word stems dan__, jan__, ste__, and stu__
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with dangerous, janitor, steal, and stupid (Spencer, Fein, Wolfe, Fong, & Dunn, 1998)—
all stereotypes that convey low social class status. Taken together these findings highlight
associations between low-class and Blacks and high-class and Whites that, when not
explicitly controlled for or stated, can influence perceptions.
Research on mental representations also supports these findings. For example,
people’s mental representations of poor people tend to look Black, and people’s mental
representations of rich people tend to look White (Lei & Bodenhausen, 2017). This effect
extends to mental representation studies of welfare recipients—welfare recipients are
mentally represented as Blacker than non-welfare recipients (Brown-Iannuzzi, Dotsch,
Cooley, & Payne, 2017).
Such underlying mental representations could explain implicit race by social class
associations. For example, in the only known study to directly examine implicit
associations between race and social class, Klonis’s (2005) unpublished dissertation
studies established that strong automatic associations exist between lower class and Black
and upper class and White. In her dissertation, Klonis (2005) utilized an IAT to
understand automatic race and social class stereotypes. In the stereotype congruent
condition, pictures of White faces and words of wealth were categorized with the same
computer key and pictures of Black faces and words of poverty were categorized together
with a different computer key. The categorizations reversed in the stereotype incongruent
condition—participants categorized pictures of Black faces and words related to wealth
with one computer key and pictures of White faces and words related to poverty together
with another key. Strong associations linking Black people to poverty or White people to

wealth emerged (Klonis, 2005), suggesting that associations between lower
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class and Black and upper class and White even emerge in implicit contexts.
It is clear from these implicit and explicit attitude studies that default assumptions
about social class arise when only race is known—stereotypes link Blacks to the lower
class and Whites to the upper class. However, this belief is largely erroneous as only
24.1% of Blacks live below the poverty line and only 6.9% of Whites make more than
$200,000/year (United States Census, 2015). This effect is also problematic given that
underlying status indicators not directly manipulated or controlled for by the researcher
(e.g., social class) could account for a greater portion of variance in respondent
stereotypes than does the experimenter’s variable of interest (e.g., race; Smedely &
Bayton, 1978). Such indicators may be understood as organized Gestalts given that single
status indicators never appear isolated in the real world (Landrine, 1985), suggesting that
participants might presume social class during race attitude assessments. It is, therefore,
plausible that previous research measuring implicit and explicit race judgments could be
confounded by social class stereotypes. Thus, it could be that the race effects commonly
found in social psychological literature could be a result of race manipulations,
underlying social class assumptions, or a combination of both race and social class
stereotypic associations (i.e., high-class Whites and low-class Blacks).
The Interaction of Race and Social Class
Few studies have directly examined how the intersection of race and social class
information influences attitudes and behaviors. When social class is made salient,
different stereotypes arise for Blacks and Whites. Indeed research suggests that
traditional explicit stereotypes associated with Blacks are reflective of lower class Blacks

and lower class Whites when social class is made salient. Likewise, traditional
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explicit stereotypes about Whites are associated with upper class Whites and upper class
Blacks when social class is known (Bayton, McAllister, & Hamer, 1956; Moore-Berg &
Karpinski, 2017; Smedley & Bayton, 1978).
In early research by Bayton and colleagues (1956), researchers asked White and
Black participants to rate upper class Blacks, upper class Whites, lower class Blacks, and
lower Whites on a series of traits (i.e., intelligent, lazy, happy-go-lucky, loud). The
researchers found that both Blacks and Whites describe upper class Blacks and upper
class Whites similarly and positively and lower class Whites and lower class Blacks
similarly and negatively. Smedley et al. (1978) extended Bayton et al.’s (1956) work by
assessing Black and White participants’ attitudes toward middle class and lower class
Whites and Blacks. They found that White participants rated middle class Whites and
middle class Blacks favorably and lower class Whites and lower class Blacks unfavorably.
More recently, Moore-Berg and Karpinski (2017) examined how participant race and
social class influenced trait ratings toward rich Whites, rich Blacks, poor Whites, and
poor Blacks. Regardless of personal race and personal social class, all participants rated
rich Blacks and rich Whites similarly and positively and poor Whites and poor Blacks
similarly and negatively. Across these studies a clear pattern emerges, upper class Whites
and upper class Blacks receive favorable explicit trait ratings, whereas lower class Whites
and lower class Blacks receive unfavorable explicit trait ratings.
Stereotype Content Model research provides further evidence of differences in
stereotypes for targets described unidimensionally versus targets described
intersectionally. The Stereotype Content Model is used to categorize groups along two

dimensions: warmth and competence (Fiske et al., 2002). The warmth
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dimension categorizes people as either warm, friendly, and willing to cooperate or as cold,
unfriendly, and willing to do harm. On the competence dimension, people are categorized
as either competent and successful or as incompetent and unsuccessful. When
categorizing groups based on race, Blacks are categorized as lower in warmth and
competence than Whites. Yet when both racial and social class information becomes
salient, categorizations of Blacks and Whites differ. No longer are all Blacks categorized
as low in warmth and competence, but rather only poor Blacks maintain this description;
Black professionals are categorized as high in competence and moderate in warmth. The
same pattern holds true for Whites. Poor Whites are categorized as low in competence
and low in warmth, whereas Whites in general are categorized as high in competence and
high in warmth (Fiske et al., 2002).
Categorization (e.g., Cole & Omari, 2003; Penner & Saperstein, 2008; Weeks &
Lupfer, 2004) and impression formation (e.g., Telles, 2002; Telles & Lim, 1998) are also
affected by intersectional race and social class information. As Blacks’ social class
prestige increases, for instance, Whites desired social distance toward Blacks decreases
(Westie, 1952; Feldman & Hilterman, 1974), Whites perceive Blacks as more desirable
job candidates (Jussim, Coleman, & Lerch, 1987), and Whites are more willing to have
Blacks potential neighbors (Kirby, 1999). When Whites’ social status decreases, Whites
and Blacks desired social distance with this group increases (Westie & Howard, 1954;
Kunstman, Plant & Deska, 2016) and Whites are less willing to have this group as
neighbors (Kirby, 1999). Thus, as social class and prestige increases, prejudice toward

Blacks decreases, and as social class and prestige decreases, prejudice toward
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Whites increases.
Interestingly, a slightly different pattern of results emerges on implicit measures.
On implicit measures of behavior assessment, participants demonstrate similar negative
automatic responding toward poor Whites, poor Blacks, and rich Blacks and unique
positive automatic responding toward rich Whites. For instance, during first person
shooter tasks in which participants are told to “shoot” armed suspects and “don’t shoot”
unarmed suspects, research suggests that suspect race and socioeconomic status both
influence shooting decisions (Moore-Berg, Karpinski, Plant, 2017). That is, participants
demonstrate similar shooting response times and errors toward poor Whites, poor Blacks,
and rich Black and demonstrate the least amount of shooter bias toward rich Whites. This
effect is replicated in other research that manipulates suspect race as well as
socioeconomic appearance of neighborhood (Correll, Wittenbrink, Park, & Judd, 2011)
and can be generalized to real world settings (Terrill & Reisig, 2003). These results differ
from other shooter bias research that focuses solely on variations in suspect race. In race
only studies, participants show more shooting biases toward Black than White suspects
(Correll, Park, Judd, & Wittenbrink, 2002). Hence, once suspect social class is specified
along with suspect race, participants are biased relatively equally against poor White
suspects, poor Black suspects, and rich Black suspects and show the least amount of bias
toward rich White suspects.
Facial recognition research further exemplifies how an intersectional approach of
race and social class yields different responding than a unidimensional approach. Initial
research on automatic facial recognition reveals that Whites are traditionally better at

recognizing same-race faces than cross-race faces (Shriver, Young,
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Hugenberg, Bernstein, & Lanter, 2008). Yet when social class information is added (i.e.,
White and Black faces are placed in front of poor and rich contexts), White participants
show similar recognition patterns for poor Whites, poor Blacks, and rich Blacks. Facial
recognition is much easier when the stimuli are White and presented in rich contexts
(Shriver et al., 2008). Thus, different patterns of facial recognition abilities arise when
both race and social context information are presented than when just race information is
known.
Across these studies, it is evident that different attitudes arise when race and
social class are both known rather than when only one social category (either race or
social class) is salient. It, therefore, may be necessary to consider the intersection of race
and social class when conducting psychological research. Current stereotyping and
attitude research largely focuses on general group categories (Blacks or Whites or rich or
poor), which neglects important intersectional information (rich Whites, rich Blacks, poor
Whites, poor Blacks). Thus, research that does focus on general categories by specifying
only race or social class could be tapping into social class or race stereotypes
inadvertently. Participants could then be responding to the subcategories that are
stereotypically inferred (i.e., poor Black rather than just Black and rich White rather than
just White) rather than just the explicitly stated general categories. Importantly,
intersectionality research has begun to tackle this issue by addressing how having
multiple identities influence responding (e.g., Cole, 2009; Purdie-Vaughns & Eibach,
2008), but it still remains largely unclear about how multiple categories influence
responding from a perceiver perspective, especially as it relates to the intersection of race

and social class. I suggest that in order to develop a more comprehensive and
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complete understanding of attitudes about others, researchers should manipulate both
stimuli race and social class.
Overview of the Current Work
In the current work, I examine how intersectional race and social class
information influences stereotypes, implicit attitudes, explicit attitudes, and decisionmaking. I hypothesize that a different pattern of results will emerge on implicit and
explicit measures. Meta-analytic research on the relationship between implicit and
explicit measures of prejudice has found weak but positive correlations (Dovidio,
Kawakami, & Beach, 2001; Hofmann, Gawronski, Geschwender, Le, & Schmitt, 2005).
Researchers have proposed several potential explanations for this weak correlation: (1)
implicit measures of racial bias assess cultural stereotypes and explicit measures of racial
bias assess personal beliefs (Karpinski & Hilton, 2001); (2) implicit and explicit
measures assess different types of attitude constructs (Greenwald, Banaji, Rudman,
Farnham, Nosek, & Mellott, 2002); (3) implicit and explicit measures assess the same
attitude but different points of expression of that attitude, with social desirability and
motivation influencing attitude expression (Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995;
Philips & Olson, 2014). These speculations coupled with previous research on the
intersection of race and social class suggests that implicit and explicit attitude measures
could yield different results. Namely, previous research on the interaction of race and
social class information (e.g., Moore-Berg et al., 2017; Smedley et al., 1978) has found
that people hold positive attitudes about rich Whites and negative attitudes about rich
Blacks, poor Whites, and poor Blacks on implicit measures, but positive attitudes about

rich Whites and rich Blacks and negative attitudes about poor Whites and poor
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Blacks on explicit measures. Thus, I contend that when both race and social class are
specified in implicit measures, poor Whites, poor Blacks, and rich Blacks will be
perceived similarly and negatively and rich Whites will be considered distinct from the
other groups and positively. On explicit measures, I expect that rich Whites and rich
Blacks will be perceived similarly and favorably, whereas poor Whites and poor Blacks
will be viewed similarly but unfavorably.
In order to understand attitudes toward race and social class and the associations
between these two categories, I developed and ran two pilot studies. In Pilot Study 1, I
examined general implicit evaluative preferences for Black and White people and for rich
and poor people. The goal of this Pilot Study was to establish a baseline understanding of
attitudes about Whites and Blacks and the rich and the poor in the population to be
studied. In Pilot Study 2, I investigated the implicit associations between race (Black vs.
White) and social class (rich vs. poor). My goal in this Pilot Study was to replicate and
confirm previously reported associations between race and social class when both are
independently manipulated. To assess my main research question—whether race and
social class intersect to influence implicit and explicit stereotypes, attitudes, and
behaviors—I ran two independent studies. In Study 1a and 1b, I assessed stereotypes,
implicit attitudes, and explicit attitudes when stimulus race and social class are both
manipulated (i.e., rich Blacks, rich Whites, poor Blacks, and poor Whites). Here I
demonstrated that the intersectional manipulation of both race and social class leads to
different patterns of results than what has been found in the Pilot Studies and past studies
that manipulated only race or only social class. In Study 2, I directly examined how the

interaction of stimulus race and social class influence decision-making during
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an academic honor society selection process. In this study, I used a behavioral measure to
examine if stimulus race and social class interact to influence decision-making.

CHAPTER 2
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PILOT STUDY 1
The goal of Pilot Study 1 was to understand implicit race (Black vs. White) and
social class (rich vs. poor) preferences in the intended participant population. These
associations have been previously well studied (e.g., Cunningham et al., 2004; Greenwald
et al., 1998; Haider et al., 2011); thus, I will use this pilot data to replicate findings of
previously demonstrated race and social class associations in the current population to be
studied. To achieve this goal, participants completed two Implicit Association Tests
(IATs; Greenwald et al., 1998). Participants first completed a race IAT in which they
categorized photos of White and Black men as well as good and bad words. Then
participants completed a social class IAT in which participants categorized photos of rich
and poor men as well as good and bad words.
Many studies have examined implicit attitudes about race and social class (e.g.,
Axt & Trawalter, 2017; Greenwald et al., 1998; Greenwald et al., 2002; Haider et al.,
2011; Horwitz & Dovidio, 2017); thus, I expect that the findings in this study will
replicate previous findings on implicit measures. Given the withstanding evidence on the
race stereotypes and attitudes (Devine & Baker, 1991; Devine, 1989; McCabe & Brannon,
2004; Nosek, Banaji, & Greenwald, 2002), I hypothesized that non-Black participants
would demonstrate overall pro-White/anti-Black attitudes. On the social class IAT, I
hypothesized that non-Black participants, would demonstrate strong pro-rich/anti-poor
preferences, as lower class people are typically associated with unfavorable stereotypes
(Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2008; Loughnan, Haslam, Sutton, & Spencer, 2014; Haider et al.,

2011). Only non-Black participant data will be included in all study analyses
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due to power concerns for a Black participant subsample.
Methods
Participants
Three-hundred and seventy-four non-Black participants (75% female; 66% White,
22% Asian, 12% other) from a Temple University introductory psychology course
participated in this study for partial course credit. This data was a part of a larger data set;
therefore, the size of the sample was predetermined. I only included data pertinent to the
goals of this study. Participant’s socioeconomic status was coded based on
parent/guardian occupation and highest degree attained (Hollingshead, 1975). The
socioeconomic status breakdown of the participants is as follows: low social class (15%),
lower-middle social class (12%), middle social class (19%), upper-middle social class
(35%), high social class (15%), not reported (4%).
Stimuli Selection
Twenty photos of men were selected from the Minear and Park Center for
Longevity Face database (Minear & Park, 2004) and through web-based searches. The
photos varied by race (Black vs. White) and social class (poor vs. rich), with five photos
for each race x social class category. Social class was manipulated through stimuli
apparel—high social class men wore suites and low social class men wore plain t-shirts.
(See Appendix A for example stimuli.) I pretested the photos (n = 81) on a sample
comparable to the participants in the studies. In the selected images, high social class
images were rated as significantly higher in social class (M = 5.03, SD = .06) than the

low social class images (M = 3.28, SD = .06), F(1, 80) = 577.70, p < .001, η2p
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= .88. Only pictures with 100% race consensus were selected.
To ensure that social class was successfully manipulated on each stimulus,
participants rated the photos on a series of other perceived physical characteristics related
to social class including attractiveness, affect, violence, threat, anger, and aggressiveness.
For each of these factors, I found significant differences between the high and low social
class stimuli pictures; the low social class stimuli were rated as more violent, threatening,
angry, and aggressive than the high social class stimuli. However, the effect of stimulus
type (high vs. low social class) on perceived social class (η2p = .88) was significantly
stronger than the effect of stimuli type on the other physical characteristics (e.g., η2p’s
range from .18 to .66).
Since the other physical characteristics are associated with perceived social class,
I examined if perceived social class mediated the relationship between intended stimulus
social class and the physical characteristics of violence, threat, anger, and aggressiveness.
I used the macro MEMORE (Montoya & Hayes, 2017) to conduct these analyses. The
meditational analyses revealed that perceived social class completely mediated the
relationship between intended social class and the physical characteristics of violence,
threat, anger, and aggressiveness, β = .75, 95% CI [.24, 1.30], β = .74, 95% CI [.26, 1.25],
β = .75, 95% CI [.29, 1.26], and β = .40, 95% CI [-.13, .87], respectively. That is, there is
no statistically significant difference in the physical characteristic of violence, threat,
anger and aggressiveness for the low and high social class stimuli after accounting for
perceived social class, tY = .314, t(78) = 1.18, p = 0.244, 95% CI [-.22, 0.85], tY = .26,
t(78) = 1.18, p = 0.327, 95% CI [-.27, 0.80], tY = .251, t(78) = 1.00, p = 0.322, 95% CI [-

.25, 0.75], and tY = .47, t(78) = 1.63, p = 0.106, 95% CI [-.10, 1.03],
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respectively. It is clear from these analyses that my intended manipulation of social class
was successful. That is, perceived social class of the target influenced the relationship
between social class and the other physical characteristics.
The same stimuli were used for the race and social class IATs; however, before
each IAT, participants were provided with instructions and examples of how to
categorize the photos, following the recommendation provided by Nosek, Greenwald,
and Banaji (2005). For instance, before completing the race IAT, participants were shown
the appropriate race categorizations of the photos. Similarly, prior to completing the
social class IAT, participants were shown the appropriate social class categorizations of
the photos. This procedure was done to ensure that participants were categorizing the
photos along the appropriate dimensions.
Materials and Procedure
A race IAT was created to assess implicit attitudes toward Black and White men.
The evaluative dimensions were labeled good and bad and the target dimensions were
labeled White and Black. The procedures outlined in Greenwald et al. (1998) were used
to construct the IATs for this study.
Participants were asked to quickly categorize pictures of White and Black men
and good (i.e., happy, joy, pleasure, smile, sunshine, and warmth) and bad (i.e., agony,
disaster, pain, poison, rotten and war) words. This dual categorization task consisted of
five blocks of trials with three practice blocks consisting of 40 trials each and two critical
blocks consisting of 90 trials each. The practice blocks were single categorizations (i.e.,
only pictures or only words) and the critical blocks were dual categorizations (i.e., both

pictures and words). Participants first completed two practice blocks for the
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word and picture categorizations. Then participants completed one critical block in which
participants pressed the “a” key for photos of White men and good words and the “5” key
for both photos of Black men and bad words. Afterward, participants completed another
practice block as the keys for the target labels switched—participants now pressed the “5”
key for photos of Black men and the “a” key for photos of White men. Finally,
participants again completed a critical block in which participants pressed the “5” key for
good words and photos of Black men and the “a” key for bad words and photos of White
men. Both critical blocks were counterbalanced such that half of the participants
categorized good words/White men pictures and bad words/Black men pictures on the
same key during the first critical block and the other half of participants categorized good
words/Black men pictures and bad words/White men pictures on the same key during the
first critical block. Participants had unlimited time to make responses and received
feedback following each response.
Following the race IAT, participants completed a social class IAT. The social
class IAT was similar to the race IAT. The only difference was that the target dimensions
were now labeled rich and poor and the evaluative dimensions remained good and bad.
The pictures were the same as the race IAT pictures.
Participants then completed a demographic questionnaire that measured
participant age, race, gender, parent/guardian occupation, and parent/guardian highest
degree attained. Parent/guardian occupation was given a rank from one to nine using the
procedures provided by Hollingshead (1975) and then combined with the parent/guardian
highest degree attained to create an objective measure of social class. Despite being

developed decades ago, this measure of SES was commonly used by social
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psychologists at the time of this study.
All participants completed a race IAT, social class IAT, a demographic
questionnaire using either Direct RT or E-Prime software.
Results
Participants were excluded from either the race IAT or social class IAT analyses
if they had greater than 40% error on the respective tasks. One participant was excluded
from the race IAT analyses and no participants were excluded from the social class IAT
analyses.
As an exploratory analysis, I analyzed whether participant gender or participant
social class moderated the effects found. For these exploratory moderation analyses, I set
the alpha at .01 in order to reduce type one error due to the multiple comparisons.
Therefore, I will only report moderating participant gender and participant social class
effects if p < .01. I used these same criteria for exploratory analyses of participant gender
and participant social class effects in all other studies reported in this manuscript.
Race IAT
IAT standardized D scores were calculated according to the methods described in
Greenwald, Nosek, and Banaji (2003). Positive/higher scores represented a proWhite/anti-Black preference, and negative/lower scores represented a pro-Black/antiWhite preference (split-half α = .64).
One-sample t-tests of the race IAT scores revealed significant pro-White/antiBlack biases (M = .47, SD = .45), t(372) = 20.36, p < .001, |d| = 1.05. This finding is

consistent with my hypothesis and previous IAT research (e.g., Nosek, Banaji,
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& Greenwald, 2002).
Social Class IAT
IAT standardized D scores were calculated according to the methods described in
Greenwald et al. (2003). Positive/higher scores represented pro-rich/anti-poor biases,
whereas negative/lower scores represented pro-poor/anti-rich preferences (split-half α
= .52).
One-sample t-tests of the social class IAT scores revealed that participants
demonstrated statistically significant pro-rich/anti-poor preferences (M = .52, SD = .39),
t(373) = 26.42, p < .001, |d| = 1.37. This finding is consistent with my hypothesis and the
other studies that examined social class biases (Cunningham et al., 2004; Klonis, 2005;
Haider et al., 2011; Horwitz & Dovidio, 2017).
Correlational Analyses Between Measures
A correlational analysis between the race IAT and social class IAT revealed that
these two tasks were not significantly correlated, r(373) = .07, p = .20.
Discussion
Consistent with my predictions, Pilot Study 1 demonstrated that participants have
overall pro-White/anti-Black and pro-rich/anti-poor implicit biases. All participants
demonstrated pro-rich/anti-poor implicit preferences—likely due to overall positive
attitudes and stereotypes associated with affluence and wealth and negative stereotypes
and attitudes associated with poverty and impoverishment in the American society
(Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2008; Loughnan et al., 2014; Haider et al., 2011). Interestingly,
the social class biases (|d| = 1.37) were larger than the race biases (|d| = 1.05), which

suggest that there were stronger positive/negative social class biases than race
biases in the population measured.
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PILOT STUDY 2
The goal of Pilot Study 2 was to examine implicit associations between race
(Black/White) and social class (rich/poor). Research on stereotypes, implicit attitudes,
explicit attitudes, and mental representations has demonstrated that when social class is
unknown, participants associate Whites with wealth and Blacks with poverty (Bayton et
al., 1956; Bobo & Massagli, 2001; Brown-Iannuzzi et al., 2017; Devine & Baker, 1991;
Katz & Braly, 1933; Klonis, 2005; Lei & Bodenhausen, 2017; McCabe & Brannon,
2004). On tests that measure implicit associations between race and social class, for
instance, Blacks are implicitly associated with poverty and Whites are implicitly
associated with wealth (e.g., Klonis, 2005; Spencer et al., 1998). On explicit measures,
stereotypes related to affluence are listed for Whites (i.e., white collar, intelligent) and
stereotypes related to poverty are listed for Blacks (i.e., lazy, welfare; e.g., Bayton et al.,
1956; Bobo & Massagli, 2001; Devine & Baker, 1991; Katz & Braly, 1933; McCabe &
Brannon, 2004). Thus, I hypothesized that participants would demonstrate similar richWhite and poor-Black implicit associations. To test this hypothesis, participants
completed an IAT in which they categorized pictures of White and Black men and rich
and poor words.
Methods
Participants
Eighty-five non-Black participants (72% female; 57% White, 31% Asian, 12%
other) from a Temple University introductory psychology course participated in this

study for partial course credit. In order to detect medium-large effects (|d|
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= .7) with at least 80% confidence, 50 non-Black participants were needed for this study.
Stimuli Selection
IAT photos were selected from the Project Implicit Face Database (Nosek, Smyth,
et al., 2007), a popular database for IAT stimuli. These stimuli were initially developed
for use in IAT research and are intended for rapid judgment tasks. Three photos of Black
men and three photos of White men were selected for the IAT (see Appendix B for
examples). In order to control for potential gender effects, only photos of men were
chosen.
Materials and Procedure
An IAT was created to assess implicit associations between race (Black vs.
White) and social class (rich vs. poor). The evaluative dimension was labeled rich and
poor and the target dimension was labeled Black and White. Participants were asked to
quickly categorize pictures of White and Black men and rich (i.e., rich, wealthy, affluent,
lavish, upscale, prosperous) and poor (i.e., poor, poverty, welfare, impoverished,
moneyless, underprivileged) words. The IAT procedure in this study followed the same
design as in Pilot Study 1. Following the completion of the IAT, participants completed a
demographic questionnaire that measured participant age, race, and gender.
All participants completed an IAT and a demographic questionnaire using EPrime software. This data was a part of a larger data set; therefore, I only included data
from measures pertinent to the goals of this study.

Results
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IAT standardized D scores were calculated according to the methods described in
Greenwald et al. (2003). Positive/higher scores represented White-rich and Black-poor
associations, and negative/lower scores represented Black-rich and White-poor
associations. The reliability for this task was surprisingly low, split-half α = .39. This low
reliability is surprising given that this task measured well-established associations.
One-sample t-tests of the IAT scores revealed significant White-rich and Blackpoor associations (M = .28, SD = .31), t(84) = 8.25, p < .001, |d| = .89. Consistent with
my predictions, on average participants demonstrated White-rich and/or Black-poor
implicit associations.
Discussion
Results from Pilot Study 2 demonstrated that non-Black participants implicitly
associate Whites with wealth and/or Blacks with poverty. This research is supported by
previous work that has examined implicit race and social class associations (e.g., Klonis,
2005; Spencer et al., 1998). The finding from Pilot Study 2 coupled with past research
elucidates underlying associations between richness and Whiteness and between poorness
and Blackness.
Taken together these Pilot Studies show that people hold positive implicit
associations about and between Whites and the rich and negative implicit associations
about and between Blacks and the poor. However, the examination of the intersection of
race and social class information affects stereotypes, implicit attitudes, explicit attitudes,
and decision-making remains largely unstudied.

CHAPTER 4
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STUDY 1A
The goal of this study was to examine how the intersection of race and social
class information affects implicit and explicit attitudes. In Study 1a, I conducted a novel
study to directly test whether intersectional specification of stimulus race and social class
affects implicit and explicit responding.
As discussed in the introduction, implicit and explicit measures are weakly
correlated (Dovidio et al., 2001; Hofmann et al., 2005); thus, I hypothesized a different
pattern of attitudes to emerge for the implicit and explicit measures. For the implicit
measures, I hypothesized that non-Black participants would demonstrate overall positive
implicit associations with rich Whites and negative implicit associations with poor Blacks,
poor Whites, and rich Blacks. That is, I expected that participants would demonstrate prorich White/anti-rich Black attitudes, pro-rich White/anti-poor White attitudes, no
difference in attitudes between rich Blacks and poor Blacks, and no difference in attitudes
between poor Whites and poor Blacks. Research examining the effects of race and social
class in automatic shooter bias and facial recognition contexts has found that together
race and social class influence responding (i.e., bias toward poor Blacks, poor Whites,
and rich Blacks and no bias toward rich Whites; Moore-Berg et al., 2017; Shriver et al.,
2008). Thus, I expected that this novel research would conceptually replicate and extend
these previous findings by directly assessing implicit attitudes when stimulus race and
social class are both known.
I anticipated a slightly different pattern of results to emerge for the explicit
measures. I hypothesized that participants would report overall similar positive ratings for

rich Whites and rich Blacks and similar negative ratings for poor Blacks and
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poor Whites. There has been some research on explicit stereotypes and attitudes when
both race and social class are known. For instance, past studies have examined how
participants rate traits about rich Whites, rich Blacks, poor Whites, and poor Blacks and
has found that participants ascribe similar positive traits to rich Whites and rich Blacks
and similar negative traits to poor Whites and poor Blacks (e.g., Devine & Baker, 1991;
Moore-Berg & Karpinski, 2017). I expected that participants’ explicit attitudes would
replicate past research.
However, there might be small differences between cultural stereotypes and
personal beliefs on the explicit questionnaires. Specifically, participants might be more
willing to endorse cultural stereotypes and less willing to state their personal beliefs
about the social categories (Devine, 1989). Thus, I hypothesized that participants would
provide similar positive cultural stereotype ratings for rich Whites and rich Blacks and
similar negative cultural stereotype ratings for poor Whites and poor Blacks. However,
due to social desirability pressures, this effect might be attenuated or disappear for
personal beliefs. Nonetheless, it is still important to have both explicit measures, as subtle
differences between cultural stereotypes and personal beliefs might occur.
To test these hypotheses, participants completed a series of IATs with stimuli that
varied by race and social class. Participants in condition 1 took two IATs that compared
races but kept social class constant (i.e., rich White-rich Black IAT and poor White-poor
Black IAT). Participants in condition 2 took two IATs that compare social classes but
kept race constant (i.e., rich White-poor White IAT and rich Black-poor Black IAT). All

participants then completed several questionnaires assessing feelings, cultural
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stereotypes, and personal beliefs about rich Whites, rich Blacks, poor Whites, and poor
Blacks.
Methods
Participants
One hundred and fifteen non-Black participants completed this study (Mage =
19.8; 75% female; 64% White, 24% Asian, 12% Other) for partial course credit. Fiftyeight participants completed condition 1 (Mage = 19.7; 72% female; 66% White, 22%
Asian, 12% Other). Fifty-seven participants completed condition 2 (Mage = 19.9; 77%
female; 63% White, 25% Asian, 12% Other). In order to determine how many
participants were needed for each condition, I conducted an a priori power analysis using
the effect sizes generated from Pilot Study 2. In order to detect medium-large effects (|d|
= .7) with at least 80% confidence, 50 non-Black participants were needed for each
condition of the study (100 participants in total).
Parent zip code was used in this study to determine participant social class. Unlike
in Pilot Study 1 in which I calculated participant social class with parent occupation and
parent education level, here I changed the method used in order to reflect current
directions of social psychological research. Specifically, Census 2016 data (United States
Census, 2016) was used to determine median income for each zip code, and the following
range was used to determine participant social class—low social class: ≥ $24,999, lowermiddle social class: $25,000-$49,999, middle social class: $50,000-$74,999, uppermiddle social class: $75,000-$99,999, high social class: $100,000+. The social class
breakdown of the participants is as follows: low social class (1%), lower-middle social

class (17%), middle social class (24%), upper-middle social class (28%), and
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high social class (22%), not reported (8%).
Stimuli Selection
The stimuli for this study were the same as in Pilot Study 1. There were a total of
twenty stimuli—five stimuli per race by social class category (rich White men, rich Black
men, poor White men, poor Black men).
Materials and Procedure
Once consent was obtained, participants were randomly assigned to condition 1
(compare races) or condition 2 (compare social classes). Participants then completed two
IATs in counterbalanced order. The evaluative categories were good and bad. The target
categories were rich White and poor White (rich-poor White IAT), rich Black and poor
Black (rich-poor Black IAT), rich White and rich Black (rich White-Black IAT), and
poor White and poor Black (poor White-Black IAT). Participants in condition 1
completed the rich-poor Black IAT (split-half α = .80) and rich-poor White IAT (splithalf α = .49). Participants in condition 2 completed the rich White-Black IAT (split-half
α = .82) and poor White-Black IAT (split-half α = .64). The IATs followed the same
procedure as outlined in Greenwald et al. (1998) and Pilot Study 1.
Just as in Pilot Study 1, participants were provided with instructions and examples
of how to categorize the photos prior to the start of the IATs, following the
recommendation provided by Nosek et al. (2005). That is, participants were shown the
appropriate race x social class categorizations of the photos in order to ensure that
participants categorized the photos along the appropriate dimensions. The IATs were
programmed with E-Prime software.

Following completion of the IATs, all participants completed a series
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of questionnaires measuring stereotypes and explicit attitudes about rich Whites, rich
Blacks, poor Whites, and poor Blacks. First, participants completed feeling thermometer
ratings for each of the groups. The instructions for the feeling thermometer asked
participants to imagine that the scale provided is a thermometer with higher numbers
indicating warm/positive feelings and lower numbers indicating cold/negative feelings.
Participants were asked to ascribe a number from 1 to 100 for each of the groups based
on their feelings toward that group.
Then, participants completed a questionnaire assessing cultural stereotypes and
personal beliefs about poor Whites (Cultural Stereotypes: Cronbach’s α = .94; Personal
Beliefs: Cronbach’s α = .94), poor Blacks (Cultural Stereotypes: Cronbach’s α = .95;
Personal Beliefs: Cronbach’s α = .96), rich Whites (Cultural Stereotypes: Cronbach’s α
= .96; Personal Beliefs: Cronbach’s α = .95), and rich Blacks (Cultural Stereotypes:
Cronbach’s α = .96; Personal Beliefs: Cronbach’s α = .96). I intentionally planned to
measure the attitudes with both cultural stereotypes questionnaires and personal beliefs
questionnaires as it is widely accepted that there are conceptual differences between
cultural stereotypes and personal beliefs (Devine, 1989; Devine & Elliot, 1995). The
cultural stereotypes questionnaire asked participants to rate the group on a series of 38
adjectives (i.e., hardworking, friendly, dirty, uneducated) in accordance to how they feel
society views the group at hand. The personal beliefs questionnaire took on a similar
format but this time participants referenced their own beliefs rather than perceived
societal views. The questionnaires consisted of a 7-point 1 (strongly disagree) to 7
(strongly agree) scale. Following these questionnaires, participants filled out a

demographics questionnaire assessing participant age, sex, race, ethnicity, and
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objective social status (via parent zip code). All questionnaires were programmed with
Qualtrics.
Results
IAT Analyses
IAT standardized D scores were calculated according to the methods described in
Greenwald et al. (2003). In condition 1, positive/higher scores represent pro-rich
White/anti-rich Black biases (rich White-Black IAT) and pro-poor White/anti-poor Black
biases (poor White-Black IAT), whereas negative/lower scores represent anti-rich
White/pro-rich Black biases (rich White-Black IAT) and anti-poor White/pro-poor Black
biases (poor White-Black IAT). In condition 2, positive/higher scores represent pro-rich
White/anti-poor White biases (rich-poor White IAT) and pro-rich Black/anti-poor Black
biases (rich-poor Black IAT), whereas negative/lower scores represent anti-rich
White/pro-poor White biases (rich-poor White IAT) and anti-rich Black/pro-poor Black
biases (rich-poor Black IAT).
One-sample t-tests of the rich-poor Black IAT scores revealed significant pro-rich
Black/anti-poor Black biases (M = .76, SD = .35), t(57) = 16.72, p < .001, |d| = 2.20. This
is inconsistent with my hypothesis; I hypothesized no difference in implicit attitudes
between rich and poor Blacks.
One-sample t-tests of the rich-poor White IAT scores revealed significant pro-rich
White/anti-poor White biases (M = .45, SD = .40), t(57) = 8.67, p < .001, |d| = 1.14. This
result is consistent with my hypothesis; I expected an overall pro-rich White/anti-poor
White bias.

One-sample t-tests of the rich White-Black IAT scores revealed no
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significant difference in biases between rich Whites and rich Blacks (M = -.01, SD = .45),
t(56) = -.21, p = .835, |d| = .03. This is inconsistent with my hypothesis; I hypothesized a
pro-rich White/anti-rich Black bias.
One-sample t-tests of the poor White-Black IAT scores revealed significant propoor White/anti-poor Black biases (M = .45, SD = .40), t(56) = 8.49, p < .001, |d| = 1.12.
This is inconsistent with my hypothesis; I hypothesized no difference in implicit attitudes
between poor Whites and poor Blacks.
Feeling Thermometer Questionnaire Analyses
There was missing data for one participant, therefore, 114 participants were
included in the feeling thermometer analyses. I first entered the non-Black participants’
feeling thermometer scores into a 2 (race: Black, White) x 2 (social class: rich, poor) x 2
(condition: 1, 2) repeated measures ANOVA to determine if there were any significant
differences in responses by condition. There were no systematic differences between
participants in the two conditions, therefore, I did not expect there to be any differences
by condition. As expected, there was not a significant race x social class x condition
interaction, F(1, 112) = .05, p = .833, η2p < .001; therefore, I dropped condition from the
analyses.
I conducted a 2 (race: Black, White) x 2 (social class: rich, poor) repeated
measures ANOVA on the feeling thermometer scores. There was a significant race x
social class interaction, F(1, 113) = 36.66, p < .001, η2p = .25. Feelings were more
positive toward rich Blacks than poor Blacks, but there were no differences in feelings
between rich Whites and poor Whites. Follow-up paired sample t-tests revealed that

participants did not have significant differences in feelings between rich
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Whites and poor Whites, t(113) = 1.28, p = .204, |d| = .15. Participants had more positive
feelings toward rich Blacks than poor Blacks, t(113) = 5.50, p < .001, |d| = .62.
Participants had more positive feelings toward rich Blacks than rich Whites, t(113) = 6.24, p < .001, |d| = .59. Participants had more positive feelings toward poor Blacks than
poor Whites, t(113) = 2.51, p = .013, |d| = .14. (See Table 1.)
Table 1
Study 1a: Feeling Thermometer Means (and Standard Deviations)
Rich

Poor

White

61.83 (25.09)

58.31 (22.78)

Black

74.61 (17.77)

61.58 (24.09)

Note. n = 114
Cultural Stereotypes Questionnaire Analyses
To examine the cultural stereotypes questionnaire results, I computed a cultural
stereotype race by social class score for each participant. These scores were computed by
averaging the numeric scores for the positive traits and reverse-coded negative traits.
Thus, participants had four cultural stereotypes scores (one for each group: rich Whites,
rich Blacks, poor Whites, and poor Blacks). I first conducted a 2 (race: Black, White) x 2
(social class: rich, poor) x 2 (condition: 1, 2) repeated measures ANOVA on the cultural
stereotypes scores to determine if there was a significant difference in scores based on
condition. There were no systematic differences between participants in the two
conditions, therefore, I did not expect there to be any differences by condition. As

expected, there was not a significant race x social class x condition interaction,
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F(1, 113) = 1.11, p = .295, η2p =.01; therefore, I removed condition from the analyses.
I then conducted a 2 (race: Black, White) x 2 (social class: rich, poor) repeated
measures ANOVA. Results indicated a significant race x social class interaction, F(1,
114) = 18.76, p < .001, η2p =.14. Cultural stereotypes were more positive for rich Blacks
than poor Blacks and for rich Whites than poor Whites; however, the effect was much
stronger for the rich versus poor Black comparison than the rich versus poor White
comparison. Follow-up paired samples t-tests revealed that participants rated cultural
stereotypes as more positive for rich Whites than poor Whites, t(114) = 16.53, p < .001,
|d| = 2.32. Participants rated cultural stereotypes as more positive for rich Blacks than
poor Blacks, t(114) = 18.91, p < .001, |d| = 2.72. There was not a significant difference
in cultural stereotypes ratings for rich Blacks and rich Whites, t(114) = .01, p = .991, |d|
= .001. Participants rated cultural stereotypes as more positive for poor Whites than poor
Blacks, t(114) = -4.45, p < .001, |d| = .41. This pattern replicates the IAT findings. (See
Table 2.)
Table 2
Study 1a: Cultural Stereotypes Means (and Standard Deviations)
Rich

Poor

White

5.52 (.88)

3.57 (.81)

Black

5.52 (.84)

3.24 (.84)

Note. n = 115

Personal Beliefs Questionnaire Analyses
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To examine the personal beliefs questionnaire results, I computed a personal
beliefs race by social class score for each participant. These scores were computed by
averaging the numeric scores for the positive traits and reverse-coded negative traits.
Thus, participants had four personal belief scores (one for each group: rich Whites, rich
Blacks, poor Whites, and poor Blacks). I first conducted a 2 (race: Black, White) x 2
(social class: rich, poor) x 2 (condition: 1, 2) repeated measures ANOVA on the personal
beliefs scores to determine if there was a significant difference in scores based on
condition. There were no systematic differences between participants in the two
conditions, therefore, I did not expect there to be any differences by condition. As
expected, there was not a significant race x social class x condition interaction, F(1, 113)
= .78, p = .378, η2p =.01; therefore, I removed condition from the analyses.
I then conducted a 2 (race: Black, White) x 2 (social class: rich, poor) repeated
measures ANOVA. Results indicated a significant race x social class interaction, F(1,
114) = 26.22, p < .001, η2p =.19. Personal beliefs were more positive for rich Blacks than
poor Blacks and for rich Whites than poor Whites; however, the effect was much stronger
for the rich versus poor Black comparison than the rich versus poor White comparison.
Follow-up paired samples t-tests revealed that participants rated personal beliefs as more
positive for rich Whites than poor Whites, t(114) = 10.94, p < .001, |d| = 1.58.
Participants rated personal beliefs as more positive for rich Blacks than poor Blacks,
t(114) = 14.42, p < .001, |d| = 1.90. Participants rated personal beliefs as more positive
for rich Blacks than rich Whites, t(114) = 8.64, p < .001, |d| = .64. Participants rated

personal beliefs as more positive for poor Blacks than poor Whites, t(114) =
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3.30, p = .001, |d| = .22. (See Table 3.)
Table 3
Study 1a: Personal Beliefs Means (and Standard Deviations)
Rich

Poor

White

5.07 (.83)

3.80 (.78)

Black

5.58 (.79)

3.98 (.89)

Note. n = 115
Correlational Analyses
I conducted correlational analyses between all measures per condition. Here I
report on meaningful correlations (see Table 4 and 5 for complete correlation results).
None of the IATs were correlated with each other (rich-poor Black IAT and rich-poor
White IAT, r = .25, p > .05; rich White-Black IAT and poor White-Black IAT, r = .17, p
> .05). All of the feeling thermometer scores were significantly positively correlated with
each other, with one exception. Feelings about poor Blacks were not correlated with
feelings about poor Whites. Cultural stereotypes about poor Whites were positively
correlated with cultural stereotypes about poor Blacks, and cultural stereotypes about rich
Whites were correlated with cultural stereotypes about rich Blacks. Interestingly, cultural
stereotypes about poor Blacks were negatively correlated with cultural stereotypes about
rich Blacks; as cultural stereotypes about rich Blacks became more positive, cultural
stereotypes about poor Blacks became more negative. Personal beliefs about poor Whites
were negatively correlated with personal beliefs about rich Whites; as personal beliefs
about rich Whites became more positive, personal beliefs about poor Whites became

more negative. Personal beliefs about rich Whites and rich Blacks were
positively correlated, and personal beliefs about poor Whites and poor Blacks were
positively correlated.
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine how the intersection of target race and
social class affects implicit and explicit attitudes. Across all measures—both implicit and
explicit—participants demonstrated more positive attitudes and stereotypes toward rich
Blacks than poor Blacks. Attitudes/stereotypes toward rich Whites were generally more
positive than attitudes toward poor Whites, and attitudes/stereotypes toward rich Blacks
generally more positive than attitudes toward rich Whites. An inconsistent pattern of
results emerged for attitude/stereotype comparisons between poor Whites and poor
Blacks. On the implicit measures and the cultural stereotypes questionnaire, there were
more positive attitudes and stereotypes about poor Whites than poor Blacks. The opposite

pattern emerged on the feeling thermometer and personal beliefs
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questionnaires. Participants had more positive attitudes about poor Blacks than poor
Whites. From these results, it is evident that the intersection of race and social class
information leads to different attitudes than unidimensional analyses of race or social
class information.
Although it is clear that race and social class intersected to influence stereotypes
and attitudes, some results contradict my initial hypotheses. There are several
possibilities for why a different pattern of results than initially anticipated emerged for
the implicit and explicit measures. First, the implicit measure used in this study (the IAT)
is a categorization task, whereas past work examining implicit race x social class attitudes
utilized shooter bias (Moore-Berg et al., 2017) and face recognition paradigms (Shriver et
al., 2008). Although race and social class interacted to affect decisions on all of these
implicit tasks, the pattern of responses could vary based on type of task employed.
Second, the explicit measures in the current study could have captured different
types of stereotypes than previously tested. In the current study, I asked participants to
rate personal beliefs and cultural stereotypes for each race x social class group with 36
unique adjectives. These adjectives cover a large array of stereotypes spanning many
different categories—such as threat, education, kindness, promiscuity, etc. Past research
examining stereotypes has either used a smaller subset of adjectives (e.g., Moore-Berg &
Karpinski, 2017) or free response techniques (e.g., Devine & Baker, 2001). The different
methods used in the current study versus past research could account for the different
pattern of results.

As a third but related possibility, the types of measure used could have
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provided a more nuanced view of current race x social class stereotypes and prejudices. I
employed three different types of questionnaires to measure stereotypes and attitudes: (1)
a feeling thermometer measure to test feelings of warmth/coldness toward the different
groups, (2) a cultural stereotypes measure to capture perceived societal stereotypes, and
(3) a personal beliefs questionnaire to assess personal attitudes. Using these three
measures that capture different types of stereotypes and attitudes could have provided a
more complete picture of the current attitudes and stereotypes than previously tested.
Even though the pattern of responding across the implicit and explicit measures is
slightly different from past studies, it is clear that the intersection of race and social class
influences responding. Thus, the intersection of race and social class does affect
stereotyping, implicit attitudes, and explicit attitudes differently than unidimensional race
and social class categories.

CHAPTER 5
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STUDY 1B
The goal of Study 1b was to ensure that the effects found in Study 1a are
generalizable beyond the IAT and not measure-specific. To test this possibility, I assessed
attitudes toward race and social class by using another popular, reliable, and valid
implicit attitude measure: the Affective Misattribution Procedure (AMP; Payne, Cheng,
Govorun, & Stewart, 2005). The AMP relies on individual tendencies to misattribute
personal feelings of one source onto another source. In this task, participants are first
primed with a familiar image and then shown an ambiguous image (usually a Chinese
symbol) quickly thereafter. Participants are then asked to rate how pleasant or unpleasant
the ambiguous image is. As a result of participants’ inability to consciously monitor the
prime, affective reactions toward the prime are implicitly misattributed on to the rating of
the ambiguous image (Gawronski & Ye, 2014; Payne et al., 2005). The within-subjects
structure of the AMP design allows for the comparison of multiple categories; thus, it is
possible to include all four intersectional categories in one AMP.
The AMP has been used to study a variety of different attitudes and behaviors
including prejudice (e.g., Cooley, Payne, & Phillips, 2014; Imhoff & Banse, 2009; Payne
et al., 2005), eating behaviors (e.g., Moore-Berg & Karpinski, 2018), moral decisionmaking (e.g., Hofmann & Baumert, 2010), and political attitudes (e.g., Carraro,
Gawronski & Castelli, 2010; Payne et al., 2005; Payne, Krosnick, Pasek, Lelkes, Akhtar,
& Tompson, 2010). During studies in which the AMP has been used to understand
attitudes toward race, results indicate that participants demonstrate pro-White and antiBlack biases (Cooley et al., 2014; Imhoff & Banse, 2009; Payne et al., 2005). These

findings are consistent with other implicit evaluations of race attitudes (e.g.,
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Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2014).
Overall, I hypothesized that the effects found on the IATs would be generalizable
and would be replicated with the AMP. I hypothesized that non-Black participants would
demonstrate similar negative affective responses for poor Whites and Blacks, regardless
of social class. I expect that non-Black participants would demonstrate unique positive
responding for rich Whites—participants would demonstrate positive affective responses
for rich Whites. I hypothesized that a different pattern of results would emerge on the
explicit measures. I expected that participants would demonstrate positive explicit
attitudes toward rich Whites and rich Blacks and negative explicit attitudes toward poor
Whites and poor Blacks.
To test these hypotheses, participants completed an AMP and several
questionnaires assessing explicit stereotypes and attitudes about rich Whites, rich Blacks,
poor Whites, and poor Blacks.
Methods
Participants
One hundred and eight non-Black participants completed this study (Mage = 19.7;
75% female; 77% White, 19% Asian, 6% Other). In order to determine how many
participants were needed for this study, I conducted an a priori power analysis using the
effect size generated from the initial AMP study (Payne et al., 2005). In order to detect
medium effects (|d| = .5) with at least 80% confidence, 95 non-Black participants were
needed for this study. However, I set a recruitment goal of 100 participants in order to
account for potential missing data.

Participants’ parent’s zipcode was used to determine participant social
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class. Census 2016 data (Census, 2016) was used to determine median income for each
zipcode, and the following range was used to determine participant social class—low
social class: ≥ $24,999, lower-middle social class: $25,000-$49,999, middle social class:
$50,000-$74,999, upper-middle social class: $75,000-$99,999, high social class:
$100,000+. The social class breakdown of the participants is as follows: low social class
(2%), lower-middle social class (22%), middle social class (21%), upper-middle social
class (26%), and high social class (22%), not reported (7%).
Materials and Procedure
Participants first completed the Affective Misattribution Procedure (AMP). The
AMP measures liking for groups by assessing the extent to which affect primed by a
group is misattributed to a neutral symbol. The AMP created for this study measured
attitudes about rich Whites, rich Blacks, poor Whites, and poor Blacks and followed
standard AMP procedures outlined in Payne et al. (2005). First, participants were
presented with a face of either a poor White man or poor Black man or rich White man or
rich Black man or neutral object for 75ms. The race by social class stimuli were the same
as in Pilot Study 1 and Study 1a, and the neutral objects (e.g., furniture, office supplies)
were selected from Internet searches. A blank screen followed the image for 125ms and
then a picture of a Chinese symbol appeared for 100ms. Participants were asked to
indicate if the Chinese symbol was a pleasant symbol or an unpleasant symbol. A mask
was shown until participants submitted their responses. Participants completed 40
practice trials (20 practice trials of face stimuli and 20 practice trials of neutral stimuli)

and 200 critical trials (100 trials of face stimuli and 100 trials of neutral
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stimuli). The AMP was programmed with E-Prime software.
Following completion of the AMP, participants completed the same
questionnaires as described in Study 1a, including the feeling thermometer questionnaires,
cultural stereotypes questionnaires, and personal beliefs questionnaires. These
questionnaires measured stereotypes and attitudes about poor Whites (Cultural
Stereotypes: Cronbach’s α = .94; Personal Beliefs: Cronbach’s α = .96), poor Blacks
(Cultural Stereotypes: Cronbach’s α = .93; Personal Beliefs: Cronbach’s α = .96), rich
Whites (Cultural Stereotypes: Cronbach’s α = .93; Personal Beliefs: Cronbach’s α
= .92), and rich Blacks (Cultural Stereotypes: Cronbach’s α = .95; Personal Beliefs:
Cronbach’s α = .97). After completing these questionnaires, participants also filled out a
demographics questionnaire assessing participant age, sex, race, ethnicity, objective
social class (via parent zipcode), and if they can read Chinese. All questionnaires were
programmed with Qualtrics.
Results
AMP Analyses
A total of eight participants were excluded from the AMP analyses. Three
participants were excluded for pressing the same key for all answers and five participants
were excluded for being able to read Chinese. Thus, a total of 100 participants were
included in the AMP analyses.
An AMP score was computed by subtracting the average neutral image score
from the average score for the face stimuli. An AMP score was calculated for rich White,
rich Black, poor White, and poor Black stimuli. Higher scores indicate more positive

affective responses for the race x social class group than neutral stimuli.
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Lower scores indicate more negative affective responses for the race x social class group
than the neutral stimuli. A 2 (race: Black, White) x 2 (social class: rich, poor) repeated
measures ANOVA revealed no significant race x social class interaction, F(1, 99) = .02 p
= .895, η2p < .001. (See Table 6.) However, there were significant main effects for race,
F(1, 99) = 22.71, p < .001, η2p = .19, and social class, F(1, 99) = 4.17, p = .044, η2p = .04.
Participants demonstrated more positive affective responses for Blacks than Whites and
for rich than poor. This is inconsistent with my hypotheses. I initially anticipated that
scores for rich Whites would be more positive than scores for poor Whites, poor Blacks,
and rich Blacks; however, scores for rich Blacks were more positive than scores for rich
Whites, poor Whites, and poor Blacks.
Table 6
Study 1b: AMP Means (and Standard Deviations)
Rich

Poor

White

.56 (.25)

.47 (.24)

Black

.61 (.27)

.51 (.27)

Note. n = 114
I then conducted four planned group comparisons: rich White vs. poor White
(comparison 1), rich Black vs. poor Black (comparison 2), rich White vs. rich Black
(comparison 3), poor White vs. poor Black (comparison 4). These comparisons were
calculated by subtracting the score for one comparison group from the score for the other
comparison group. One-sample t-tests of the rich White – poor White AMP scores
(comparison 1) revealed a significant pro-rich White/ anti-poor White bias (M = .09, SD

= .20), t(99) = 4.67, p < .001, |d| = .47. This replicated my initial hypothesis.
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One-sample t-tests of the rich Black – poor Black AMP scores (comparison 2) revealed a
significant pro-rich Black/ anti-poor Black bias (M = .10, SD = .24), t(99) = 3.85, p
< .001, |d| = .38. This was inconsistent with my initial hypothesis. One-sample t-tests of
the rich White – rich Black AMP scores (comparison 3) revealed a marginally significant
pro-rich Black/ anti-rich White bias (M = -.05, SD = .26), t(99) = -1.84, p =.069, |d| = .18.
This is inconsistent with my initial hypothesis. One-sample t-tests of the poor White –
poor Black AMP scores (comparison 4) revealed a marginally significant pro-poor Black/
anti-poor White bias (M = -.04, SD = .24), t(99) = -1.86, p = .066, |d| = .19. This is
inconsistent with my initially hypothesis.
Feeling Thermometer Questionnaire Analyses
The feeling thermometer questionnaire data was analyzed the same way as
described in Study 1a. There was a significant race x social class interaction, F(1, 107) =
28.41, p < .001, η2p = .21. Feelings were more positive for rich Blacks than poor Blacks
and for rich Whites than poor Whites. These comparisons had similar effect sizes so I
conducted a secondary analysis across race to conceptualize the interaction. Feelings
were more positive for rich Blacks than rich Whites and for poor Blacks than poor
Whites; however, the effect was much stronger for the rich Black versus rich White than
the poor Black versus poor White comparison. Follow-up paired sample t-tests revealed
that participants had more positive feelings toward poor Whites than rich Whites, t(107)
= -2.30, p = .024, |d| = .24. Participants had more positive feelings toward rich Blacks
than poor Blacks, t(107) = 2.0, p = .048, |d| =.21. Participants had more positive feelings
toward rich Blacks than rich Whites, t(107) = -6.54, p < .001, |d| = .59. Participants had

more positive feelings toward poor Blacks than poor Whites, t(107) = 2.40, p
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= .018, |d| =.16. (See Table 7.) The direction of effects replicated Study 1a, with the
exception of feelings toward poor Whites versus rich Whites. There was no difference in
feelings in Study 1a. Interestingly, the feeling thermometer ratings for rich Blacks and
rich Whites in this study were about 10-points lower than the ratings in Study 1a. This
discrepancy is surprising and likely attributed to random noise.
Table 7
Study 1b: Feeling Thermometer Means (and Standard Deviations)
Rich

Poor

White

52.59 (24.10)

58.06 (20.95)

Black

65.85 (20.71)

61.48 (21.81)

Note. n = 108
Cultural Stereotypes Questionnaire Analyses
The cultural stereotypes questionnaire results were analyzed the same way as
described in Study 1a. A 2 (race: Black, White) x 2 (social class: rich, poor) repeated
measures ANOVA revealed a significant race x social class interaction, F(1, 107) = 44.23,
p < .001, η2p =.29. Cultural stereotypes were more positive for rich Blacks than poor
Blacks and for rich Whites than poor Whites; however, the effect was much stronger for
the rich vs. poor Black comparison than the rich vs. poor White comparison. Follow-up
paired samples t-tests revealed that participants rated cultural stereotypes as more
positive for rich Whites than poor Whites, t(107) = 19.28, p < .001, |d| = 2.22.
Participants rated cultural stereotypes as more positive for rich Blacks than poor Blacks,
t(107) = 23.81, p < .001, |d| =3.03. Participants rated cultural stereotypes as more positive

for rich Blacks than rich Whites, t(114) = 3.09, p = .003, |d| =.35. Participants
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rated cultural stereotypes as more positive for poor Whites than poor Blacks, t(107) = 3.49, p = .001, |d| = .33. (See Table 8.) This is consistent with Study 1a, with one
exception. Here participants rated cultural stereotypes as more positive for rich Blacks
than rich Whites, however, in Study 1a, participants indicated no difference. There is a
difference in cell means for the rich White category. The cell mean was .3 points stronger
in Study 1a than in Study 1b. It is likely that this difference is due to random noise.
Table 8
Study 1b: Cultural Stereotypes Means (and Standard Deviations)
Rich

Poor

White

5.21 (.70)

3.58 (.77)

Black

5.45 (.69)

3.33 (.72)

Note. n = 108
Personal Beliefs Questionnaire Analyses
Personal beliefs questionnaire results were analyzed the same was as in Study 1a.
A 2 (race: Black, White) x 2 (social class: rich, poor) repeated measures ANOVA
revealed a significant race x social class interaction, F(1, 107) = 13.40, p < .001, η2p =.11.
Personal beliefs were more positive for rich Blacks than poor Blacks and for rich Whites
than poor Whites; however, the effect was much stronger for the rich versus poor Black
comparison than the rich versus poor White comparison. Follow-up paired samples t-tests
revealed that participants rated personal beliefs as more positive for rich Whites than
poor Whites, t(107) = 11.18, p < .001, |d| = 1.25. Participants rated personal beliefs as
more positive for rich Blacks than poor Blacks, t(107) = 11.74, p < .001, |d| = 1.46.

Participants rated personal beliefs as more positive for rich Blacks than rich
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Whites, t(107) = 7.30, p < .001, |d| = .66. Participants rated personal beliefs as more
positive for poor Blacks than poor Whites, t(107) = 2.79, p = .006, |d| = .23. (See Table
9.) This pattern of results is consistent with the results from Study 1a. The cell means in
this study were smaller than the cell means from Study 1a, with one exception. The mean
for poor Blacks was larger in this study than in Study 1a. Again, these differences are
likely due to random noise.
Table 9
Study 1b: Personal Beliefs Means (and Standard Deviations)
Rich

Poor

White

4.91 (.64)

3.97 (.85)

Black

5.39 (.81)

4.17 (.86)

Note. n = 108
Correlational Analyses
I conducted correlational analyses for all measures. Here I report on meaningful
correlations (see Table 10 for all correlations). All AMP measures were positively
correlated with each other (all r’s > .49, all p’s < .01); as affective responses toward one
group became more positive, affective responses toward other social groups also became
more positive. Feelings about poor Whites (feeling thermometer scores) were strongly
positively correlated with feelings about poor Blacks and moderately positively
correlated with feelings about rich Whites. Feelings about poor Blacks were positively
correlated with feelings about rich Black.
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Feelings about rich Whites were positively correlated with feelings
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about rich Blacks. Cultural stereotypes about poor Whites were positively correlated with
cultural stereotypes about poor Blacks, and cultural stereotypes about rich Whites were
positively correlated with cultural stereotypes about rich Blacks. Personal beliefs about
poor Whites were positively correlated with personal beliefs about poor Blacks, and
personal beliefs about rich Whites were positively correlated with personal beliefs about
rich Blacks.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine if the effects found in Study 1a replicate
to another implicit measure—the Affective Misattribution Procedure. Across all measures
(both implicit and explicit) in this study, participants demonstrated positive attitudes and
stereotypes toward rich Blacks compared to poor Blacks and more positive attitudes and
stereotypes about rich Blacks than rich Whites. Attitudes and stereotypes about rich
Whites were generally more positive than attitudes/stereotypes about poor Whites, with
one exception. On the feelings thermometer measure, the opposite pattern emerged—
participants demonstrated warmer feelings toward poor Whites than rich Whites.
Additionally, all attitudes and stereotypes were more positive about poor Blacks than
poor Whites, with one exception. More positive stereotypes about poor Whites than poor
Blacks emerged on the cultural stereotypes measure.
Consistent with Study 1a, participants demonstrated more positive affective
responses for rich Blacks than poor Blacks and rich Whites than poor Whites.
Inconsistent with Study 1a, there was a marginally significant pro-Black racial bias on the
AMP—participants demonstrated more positive affective responses for rich Blacks than

rich Whites and poor Blacks than poor Whites. On the IAT, participants
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demonstrated no differences in associations between rich Whites and rich Blacks and
more positive associations for poor Whites than poor Blacks. To that end, the underlying
mechanisms of the task could elicit different automatic response patterns. For instance,
the AMP utilizes a misattribution response mechanism in which participants misattribute
affective reactions onto an ambiguous symbol. Evaluative decisions drive responding on
the AMP, as there are no correct responses or response feedback (Gawronski,
Cunningham, LeBel & Deutsch, 2010). The IAT, on the other hand, utilizes a
categorization response mechanism; similar category pairs result in faster responding and
dissimilar category pairs result in slower responding. There are obvious correct answers
on the IAT, and participants receive immediate feedback about the correctness of their
responses. Given the lack of feedback on the AMP compared to the IAT, it is possible
that participants have a harder time monitoring their evaluative responses while
completing the AMP (Payne Govorun, & Arbuckle, 2008). Therefore, even though the
AMP and IAT are both considered indirect/implicit measures, their different underlying
constructs could have ultimately caused these different patterns of results. However, the
overall findings from these indirect measures remain clear—race and social class interact
to create a different pattern of responding than unidimensional analyses of race or social
class categories.
Compared to Study 1a, the results on the explicit measures were generally the
same. Participants generally demonstrated more positive attitudes/stereotypes about rich
Blacks than poor Blacks, rich Blacks than rich Whites, and rich Whites than poor Whites.
Attitudes/stereotypes were also more positive for poor Blacks than poor Whites on the

feeling thermometer and personal beliefs measures; however, stereotypes
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were more positive for poor Whites than poor Blacks on the cultural stereotypes measure.
There were some differences in the strength of the average response when comparing the
cell means between studies. For example, feeling thermometer scores and cultural
stereotypes were more positive for some race x social class groups. These differences are
inexplicable and likely due to random noise.
Just as in Study 1a, the intersection of race and social class categories affected
stereotypes, implicit attitudes, and explicit attitudes. These patterns of results are different
from other studies that examine either race or social class categories (Devine & Elliot,
1995; Devine, 1989; Fiske et al., 2002; Katz & Braly, 1933). Therefore, further
investigation of how race and social class intersect to affect behavior is needed to provide
a complete picture about the intersection of race and social class categories.

CHAPTER 6
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STUDY 2
The goal of Study 2 was to examine how the intersection of race and social class
information influences decision-making, specifically academic honor society selection
decisions. In Study 1a and 1b, I directly examined how the intersection of race and social
class influence stereotypes, implicit attitudes, and explicit attitudes, but I did not assess
how the intersection of these social categories influence decision-making in real-world
type situations. The main purpose of the current study was to examine how race and
social class affect decision-making with a behavioral measure resembling a real world
scenario (i.e., academic decision-making task).
Study 2 was modeled after Axt, Ebersole, & Nosek (2016). In their study, Axt and
colleagues established an academic honor society admission paradigm in which
participants were shown a series of applications and asked to either accept or reject the
applicant into an academic honor society. The applications contained a picture of the
applicant (Black or White male) and information about the applicant’s science and
humanities GPA, strength of recommendation letter, and strength of interview. Across six
independent studies (N > 4,000), participants consistently demonstrated pro-Black biases.
That is, participants demonstrated more lenient criteria for accepting Black applicants
than White applicants into the honor society, suggesting that Black applicants were more
likely to be accepted into the honor society than White applicants (average |d| = .38).
Additionally, participants did not demonstrate any sensitivity differences between White
and Black applicants. The current study utilized the same design as in Axt et al. (2016);
however, applicants varied based on race and social class, not just race.

I anticipated that race and social class would influence decision-
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making. Axt et al. (2016) demonstrated how race could affect decision-making
automatically and without attention and awareness. The authors argued that decisionmaking was automatic because participants did not disclose differences in acceptance
criteria based on applicant race on the explicit measures even though they demonstrated
racial biases on the academic decision-making task. The authors presumed that the
applicants were not aware of their racial biases on the decision-making task. Therefore, I
hypothesized that race and social class would interact to influence decision-making. That
is, participants would demonstrate a lower criterion for rich Whites than rich Blacks (i.e.,
greater acceptance into the honor society for rich Whites than rich Blacks) and would
demonstrate similar criterion levels for poor Whites and poor Blacks (i.e., similar levels
of acceptance for poor Whites and poor Blacks). This would replicate previous literature
assessing implicit attitudes when race and social class are both manipulated (e.g., MooreBerg et al., 2017), which would imply that participant decision-making is more automatic
than deliberate in this task. I hypothesized that there would be no difference in sensitivity
between applicants for distinguishing between more or less qualified applicants. This
finding would replicate Axt et al. (2016).
Methods
Participants
One hundred and twelve non-Black participants completed this study (Mage =
20.2; 75% female; 67% White, 20% Asian, 13% Other). In order to determine how many
participants were needed for this study, I conducted an a priori power analysis using the
effect sizes generated in Axt et al. (2016). In order to detect medium effects (|d| = .5) with

at least 80% confidence, 95 non-Black participants were needed. However, I
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set a recruitment goal of 100 participants in order to account for potential missing data.
Participants’ parent’s zipcode was used to determine participant social class.
Census 2016 data (Census, 2016) was used to determine median income for each zipcode,
and the following range was used to determine social class—low social class: ≥ $24,999,
lower-middle social class: $25,000-$49,999, middle social class: $50,000-$74,999,
upper-middle social class: $75,000-$99,999, high social class: $100,000+. The social
class breakdown of the participants is as follows: low social class (0%), lower-middle
social class (20%), middle social class (27%), upper-middle social class (24%), and high
social class (21%), not reported (8%).
Stimuli Selection
The stimuli for this study were modified from Axt et al. (2016). There were 120
unique photos in total—30 high social class White men, 30 high social class Black men,
30 low social class White men, and 30 low social class White men. Axt et al. (2016) used
60 unique photos; thus, the 60 additional photos were collected from Minear and Park
(2004) face database. Each photo was paired with academic and personal information
(see Appendix C for stimuli examples).
Each application included a picture of the applicant (Black or White male),
academic information, and demographic information. The academic information included
a science GPA (range: 1-4), humanities GPA (range: 1-4), strength of recommendation
letter (poor, fair, good, excellent), and interview score (1-100). The demographic
information included family income (low-class = >$30,000, high-class = $75,000-

$150,000), gender (Male), and age (18-22). Family income was the
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manipulation of social class. The other pieces of demographic information were filler
items.
The academic information was standardized such that applicants could be
considered as either more qualified or less qualified. Each piece of academic information
was given a number ranging from one to four. The recommendation letters were
converted to a four-point scale (1 = poor, 2 = fair, 3 = good, 4 = excellent), and the
interview score was divided by 25 to get a score from one to four. The GPAs already
ranged from one to four. Per the recommendations in Axt et al. (2016), less qualified
applicants had a combined score of 13 and more qualified applicants had a combined
score of 14.
Participants saw a total of 120 applications. There were 30 rich White applicants,
30 rich Black applicants, 30 poor White applicants, and 30 poor Black applicants. Faces
and applications were randomly paired to the qualifications prior to data collection.
However, each group of applicants was equally represented as more qualified and less
qualified (15 of more qualified and 15 of less qualified for each race x social class group).
Materials and Procedure
After providing consent, participants completed an academic honor society
decision-making task modeled after Axt et al. (2016). In this task, participants were
shown a series of applications for an academic honor society. Their goal was to accept or
reject an applicant into an academic honor society. Participants first viewed a subset of
the applications (N = 16) one at a time for one second each in order to get an idea of the
range of characteristics. After viewing the subset of applications, participants were shown

each application one at a time and decided whether the applicant should be
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admitted into the academic honor society by selecting either “accept” or “reject.”
Participants had as much time as needed to make accept or reject decisions. The decisionmaking task was programmed with E-Prime software.
After the decision-making task, participants completed two questionnaires
assessing their performance expectations modeled after Axt et al. (2016). Participants
were asked a series of questions related to if they treated any applicant differently or
wanted to treat any applicant differently based on a combination of applicant race and
family income. Participants were asked 12 questions about how they thought they
performed (Cronbach’s α = .72) and 12 questions about how they wanted to perform
(Cronbach’s α = .75). For example, participants were asked to rate how much they
agreed with the following statements using a 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree)
scale, “I was extremely easier on poor Black applicants than poor White applicants,” “I
was extremely easier on poor White than poor Black applicants,” and “I treated poor
Black applicants and poor White applicants equally.” All race x social class
combinations were included, and the following comparisons were made within the
questions: rich Black versus poor Black (Cronbach’s α = .83), rich White versus poor
White (Cronbach’s α = .79), rich Black versus rich White (Cronbach’s α = .83), and
poor White versus poor Black (Cronbach’s α = .87).
On the questionnaire assessing how participants wanted to perform, participants
were asked to rate how much they agreed with the following statements using a 1
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) scale, “I wanted to be extremely easier on poor
White than poor Black applicants,” “I wanted to be extremely easier on poor Black than

poor White applicants,” and “I wanted to treat poor White applicants and poor
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Black applicants equally.” All race x social class combinations were included, and the
following comparisons were made within the questions: rich Black versus poor Black
(Cronbach’s α = .83), rich White versus poor White (Cronbach’s α = .77), rich Black
versus rich White (Cronbach’s α = .91), and poor White versus poor Black (Cronbach’s
α = .76).
The participant then completed a demographics questionnaire assessing
participant age, sex, race, ethnicity, and objective social class (via parent zipcode). All
questionnaires were programmed with Qualtrics.
Results
Academic Honor Society Decision-Making Task
The computers failed to record data for four participants, and thus, were excluded
from these analyses (N = 108).
I first examined overall accuracy (i.e., selecting more qualified candidates and
rejecting less qualified candidates) for the task. Overall accuracy on the decision-making
task was 67% (SD = 11), t(107) = 32.86, p < .001, |d| = 3.10. Overall acceptance was
50.2% (M = 50.2%, SD = 10).
I then used signal detection theory (SDT; Green & Swets, 1966) to examine the
participants’ decision-making process and followed the guidelines outlined in Axt et al.
(2016). I analyzed two estimates of participant decision-making: sensitivity (d’)—
whether participants can differentiate between more or less qualified distributions of
applicants—and criterion (c)—decision threshold for accepting or rejecting applicants.

A sensitivity score was created for each race by social class interaction
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(i.e., rich White, rich Black, poor White, poor Black) by subtracting the z-score for false
alarms (i.e., average amount of times a participant accepted a less qualified applicant)
from the z-score for hits (i.e., the average amount of times a participant accepted a more
qualified applicant). Higher sensitivity scores indicated greater ability to differentiate
between the more qualified and less qualified distribution of applicants, and lower
sensitivity scores indicated lower ability to distinguish between the more qualified and
less qualified distribution of applicants. A 2 (race: White, Black) x 2 (social class: rich,
poor) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed no race x class interaction in sensitivity
scores, F(1, 107) = 1.08, p = .30, η2p =.01 (see Table 11). There were also no race or
social class main effects, F(1, 107) = .20, p = .654, η2p < .01, and F(1, 107) = .62, p
= .434, η2p = .01, respectively. Thus, participants showed no difference in sensitivity in
their ratings of the applicants as a function of applicant race or social class. This (lack of)
effect is consistent with my hypotheses, thus, replicating Axt et al. (2016).
Table 11
Study 2: Sensitivity Score Means (and Standard Deviations)
Rich

Poor

White

-.02 (1.05)

.12 (.94)

Black

.15 (1.05)

.08 (.94)

Note. n = 108
A criterion score was created for each race x social class interaction (i.e., rich
White, rich Black, poor White, poor Black) by averaging the z-score for hits (i.e., the
average amount of times a participant accepted a more qualified applicant) and the z-

score for false alarms (i.e., average amount of times a participant accepted a
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less qualified applicant), then multiplying this by -1. Lower criterion scores indicate a
lower criterion for acceptance (i.e., more likely to be accepted into the honor society) and
higher criterion scores indicate a higher criterion for acceptance (i.e., less likely to be
accepted into the honor society). A 2 (race: White, Black) x 2 (social class: rich, poor)
repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that applicant race and social class did not interact
to affect criterion, F(1, 107) = .51, p = .475, η2p =.01 (see Table 12). There was a
marginally significant main effect for race, F(1, 107) = 2.78, p = .099, η2p =.03.
Participants had a lower criterion for Black applicants (M = .01, SD = .63) than White
applicants (M = .09, SD = .63), suggesting that Black applicants were more likely to be
accepted into the honor society than White applicants. This pattern is consistent with Axt
et al. (2016). There was not a significant main effect for social class, F(1, 107) = 2.51, p
= .116, η2p =.02. This is inconsistent with my hypotheses. I expected that participants
would show greater acceptance for rich White than rich Black applicants and would not
demonstrate any differences in acceptance for poor White and poor Black applicants.
Table 12
Study 2: Criterion Score Means (and Standard Deviations)
Rich

Poor

White

.02 (.74)

.15 (.80)

Black

-.01 (.75)

.02 (.74)

Note. n = 108

Correlational Analyses
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The computer failed to record data for three performance expectation
questionnaires; therefore, these participants are excluded from the correlational analyses.
(See Table 13 and 14 for descriptive statistics of performance expectations
questionnaires.) I assessed the correlations between the average acceptance for each race
x social class applicant group during the decision-making task and the performance
expectations questionnaires (see Table 15). All decision-making task items were
positively correlated with each other (all p’s < .01). That is, as acceptance decisions
increased for each group, acceptance decisions for all other groups increased as well.
None of the acceptance decisions correlated with performance expectations (all p’s > .05).
This is surprising given that participants did not state that they showed biases on the
academic task, which is true. Participants did not show any differences in criterion based
on applicant race x social class. Just like Axt et al. (2016) suggested, it could be that these
tasks have different underlying constructs, with automatic responding occurring on the
decision-making task and controlled responding occurring on the questionnaires. Most
performance expectation questionnaires correlated with each other; however, the
direction of the effect varied based on the type of question.
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Discussion
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The purpose of this study was to examine how the intersection of race and social
class information affects academic honor society acceptance decisions. The applicants in
this study varied by qualifications (qualified versus unqualified), race (Black versus
White), and social class (family income: > $30,000 or $75,000-$150,000). Consistent
with my hypotheses and Axt et al. (2016), participants were equally sensitive to all
applicants, regardless of applicant race or social class. Applicant race and social class did
not interact to affect academic honor society criterion. However, there was a marginally
significant main effect for race, but not social class. That is, participants had a marginally
significant lower criterion for Blacks than Whites, suggesting that Blacks applicants were
more likely to be accepted into the honor society than Whites. These results are
inconsistent with my initial hypotheses—I expected an interaction effect between race
and social class. However, the race main effect suggests that participants show greater
criterion for Black than White applicants, which is consistent with Axt et al. (2016).
One explanation for why these results did not confirm my hypotheses could be
that race was more salient than social class in the stimuli. Race was manipulated in the
applicant picture and social class was manipulated in the text of the application. It could
be that participants focused on the applicant race, but ignored the social class information
because they did not think the social class information was relevant to the application.
This approach is consistent with our findings—only a race main effect and not a social
class main effect or race x social class interaction—and is therefore a likely explanation.

CHAPTER 7
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
The overall goal of the current studies was to examine how the intersection of
race and social class information affects stereotypes, implicit attitudes, explicit attitudes,
and decision-making. Pilot Study 1 revealed that people hold pro-White/anti-Black and
pro-rich/anti-poor implicit biases, and Pilot Study 2 revealed that people implicitly
associate Whites with richness and Blacks with poorness. Taken together, these pilot
studies provide a unique understanding of general race and social class implicit attitudes
and the implicit associations between race and social class in the population of interest.
These unidimensional social category approaches also lay the foundation for comparing
unidimensional to intersectional approaches of race and social class stereotypes and
attitudes.
Study 1a and Study 1b focused on how the intersection of race and social class
categories influenced stereotypes, implicit attitudes, and explicit attitudes. Indeed race
and social class interacted to affect implicit and explicit attitudes and stereotypes. Across
these measures, participants had more positive attitudes/stereotypes about rich Whites
than poor Whites, rich Blacks than poor Blacks, and rich Blacks than rich Whites. An
inconsistent pattern of results emerged when comparing poor Whites to poor Blacks. On
the IAT and cultural stereotypes measure, participants had more positive
attitudes/stereotypes about poor Whites than poor Blacks. The opposite pattern emerged
on the AMP, feeling thermometer questionnaire, and personal beliefs questionnaire;
participants had more positive attitudes about poor Blacks than poor Whites on these
measures. It makes sense that the IAT and cultural stereotypes questionnaire have the

same pattern of results as the IAT is presumed to measure cultural stereotypes
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(Karpinski & Hilton, 2001). It also is unsurprising that the AMP, feeling thermometer,
and personal beliefs measures yielded the same pattern of results as these measures assess
affective responses.
Although the IAT and AMP are both considered indirect measures, they do have
different underlying constructs, which could explain why some of the results were
inconsistent. The AMP utilizes a misattribution response mechanism; participants
misattribute affective reactions derived from the prime onto the ambiguous symbol.
There is no correct answer for this task; rather participants rely on automatic
evaluative/affective associations to respond (Gawronski et al., 2010). The IAT is a
categorization task with clear correct answers. Speed of response is measured, with
similar category pairs eliciting faster response times and dissimilar category pairs
creating response interference. This difference lends itself to the larger argument about
whether IAT effects can generalize to all implicit measure effects. Oftentimes, implicit
attitude researchers generalize the effects found on the IAT to all implicit measure effects.
However, as the results from Study 1a and 1b suggest, IAT effects might not be
generalizable to all measures, including the AMP. Rather, the underlying constructs could
derive unique implicit attitude responses. Researchers should therefore be careful when
generalizing IAT effects to all implicit measure effects. Likewise, it warrants stating that
Pilot Study 1 and Pilot Study 2 results might not be generalizable to other implicit
measures, as I did not test these effects on measures other than the IAT, and the research
cited for those studies typically used the IAT to measure such associations.

In Study 2, the goal was to examine how race and social class affect
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behavior using an academic honor society decision-making task. Much to my surprise,
neither race nor social class influenced decision-making on this task. Instead, there was a
marginally significant main effect for race. Participants demonstrated lower criterion for
accepting Blacks than Whites into the academic honor society, suggesting they accepted
Black applicants more often than White applicants into the honor society. This is
consistent with the findings in Axt et al. (2016). Importantly, participants indicated on the
questionnaires that they did not favor or want to favor one race x social class combination
over the other during their decisions, which is consistent with the responses on the
decision-making task. It could be that although the intersection of race and social class
affect stereotypes and attitudes, the intersection of these categories is less influential on
this type of decision-making task; perhaps because participants might find applicant
social class less relevant than applicant race during academic honor society evaluations.
Future research should continue to examine how the intersection of race and social class
influences decision-making during tasks involving social distancing, intergroup
competition, status and power hierarchies, and threat.
Limitations and Future Directions
Social class can be conveyed in a variety of different ways, including through
context, income, and education level. Target clothing was manipulated to convey social
class in Pilot Study 1, Study 1a, and Study 1b. In Study 2, family income was used to
convey social class. Arguably, the different types of social class manipulations used
could have caused different patterns of responding. For instance, manipulating social
class on the person via clothing (as in Pilot Study 1, Study 1a, and Study 1b) could have

made social class more salient than listing family income separate from the
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picture of the person (as in Study 2). Future studies should examine how the type of
social class manipulations influences responding when studying the intersection of race
and social class.
As a related point and potential limitation, I compared rich to poor and did not
include a middle class comparison. Most of the literature on social class prejudice focuses
on attitudes toward poor people and wealthy people, with few studies examining attitudes
and stereotypes about the middle class. However, I suspect that stereotypes and attitudes
about middle class people would more likely resemble stereotypes and attitudes about
rich than poor people. For example, in comparison to poor people, middle class people
are stereotyped as more ambitious, responsible, competent, warm, and intelligent
(Landrine, 1985; Lott & Saxon, 2002), which are also stereotypes used to describe rich
people. Future research should examine general attitudes and stereotypes about the
middle class in addition to comparing these stereotypes and attitudes to stereotypes and
attitudes about rich and poor people.
Another limitation of these studies is that the samples only included non-Black
college students. Importantly, past research reveals that Black participants demonstrate a
different pattern of responding than non-Black participants. For example, Black
participants demonstrate strong pro-Black biases on explicit measures and show weak or
no racial preference on implicit measures (e.g., Nosek, Banaji, & Greenwald, 2002).
Unfortunately, the Black participant sample in the current studies was too small to
examine separately. Nonetheless, this is an important future direction for other studies.
Examining how various races respond to such tasks will provide a more complete

understanding of race x social class effects. Similarly, it is also important to
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examine how non-college students and various social classes respond to such tasks. This
sample was limited to college students, which might make these results difficult to
generalize to the population at large. It is possible, however, to infer how a non-college
sample will respond to Study 2 measures, as Axt et al. (2016) included a non-college
sample in their analyses. It is likely that non-college students would demonstrate similar
response patterns as college students; thus, the results from Study 2 would replicate on a
non-college sample. Additionally, although I did assess participant social class, all of the
social class groups—especially low social class groups—were underpowered. Future
studies should analyze how non-White, non-college student samples with varying social
classes respond to such measures.
Although these studies specifically focused on the intersection of race and social
class categories, it is possible that the intersection of other social categories could have
similar effects on stereotypes and attitudes. Take, for instance, analyses of the
intersection of race, gender, and social class. This work reveals that all three social
categories intersect to influence individual beliefs, self-concepts, and behaviors
(Mahalingam & Leu, 2005). In the current studies, I kept stimulus gender constant (all
male stimuli) and did not specify gender on the questionnaires. Arguably, including a
gender manipulation in addition to the race and social class manipulations could have
created more nuanced responses. To my knowledge, there has not been any research
examining how target race x target social class stereotypes and attitudes vary by target
gender, as most research on race x social class effects keep gender constant. I would
expect that the effects found in these studies would extend to studies that use only female

stimuli. Yet if gender varied across stimuli, I expect that the pattern of
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responses would become more nuanced. That is, I hypothesize that poor Black women
would be perceived more negatively than poor White women, but more positively than
poor Black men. Future studies should examine how other social categories interact to
affect stereotypes, attitudes, and decision-making.

CHAPTER 8
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CONCLUSIONS
The investigation of stereotypes and attitudes about race and social class has long
captivated researchers interest. Yet much of this research has focused on unidimensional
race or social class categories, with little attention to the intersection of race and social
class categories. The current research focused on how the intersection of race and social
class affect stereotypes, attitudes, and behaviors. These findings suggest that the
intersection of race and social class affect stereotyping, implicit attitudes, and explicit
attitudes differently than unidimensional race and social class categories. However, the
intersection of race and social class might be less impactful for behavioral decisionmaking tasks than initially anticipated.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE STIMULI FROM PILOT STUDY 1 AND STUDY 1A AND 1B

High Social Class Black Stimuli

High Social Class White Stimuli›

Low Social Class White Stimuli

Low Social Class Black Stimuli
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE STIMULI FOR PILOT STUDY 2

Black Face Stimuli

White Face Stimuli

APPENDIX C
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SAMPLE STIMULI FOR STUDY 2

High Social Class White Applicant

Low Social Class White Applicant

High Social Class Black Applicant

Low Social Class Black Applicant

